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Microbrew looks at the current UK cask and 
keg distribution market and finds worries over 
increased overseas competition as well as 
modern technology lending a helping hand

T
he rapid growth of the microbrewing industry is revolutionising the way 
that casks and kegs are distributed. The rise in craft brewing and new 
microbreweries coming online everyday combined with changing consumer 
tastes is fuelling demand for smaller packaging such as microkegs as well as  

new tracking and laser printing technology.

But it’s not been without its problems: increased competition and cheaper imports from 
China and Eastern Europe are squeezing many companies out of the market. That’s not to 
mention the £50 million in lost and misused kegs and casks every year, according to the 
British Beer & Pub Association (BBPA).

Ged Carabini, commercial director at Kammac Brewery Services, which manufactures and 
supplies kegs and casks, said that cheap imports from places like China were biting hard. 
To counteract this, he has been focusing on delivering a quality service, but he’s found it 
increasingly hard to get his message across.

“It’s been a tough year,” he said. “Everybody’s been struggling with the increased 
competition and cheaper imports flooding the market. But as a company we have built 
our reputation on delivering a quality service, and while we’re never going to be the 
cheapest on price, we pride ourselves on providing the highest level of expertise to  
our customers”.

Carabini said that the main hurdle is trying to convince smaller breweries to buy on 
quality rather than price. He believes that this is down to the short-term view of  
many start-ups.

Cask to keg 
Greg Whitehorne, MD of Emmerald Polymers, which supplies plastic casks, has also  
seen a shift from cask to keg in the last year. This is being driven by the fact that beer 
lasts longer in a keg, enabling companies to export their product further afield.

Often, they will be willing to wait for a cheaper 
product from China that costs £12 less, even if it means
a lead time of six weeks. But what they don’t realise 
is that it will cost them more in the long run because 
they will have to pay to replace them again after three 
or four years

“
”Ged  Carabini, Kammac Brewery Services
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Among the biggest areas of demand 
are from new breweries in Scotland 
and London and the South East, said 
Whitehorne. Thanks to its new UK 
warehousing facility though, Emmerald  
can deliver within a week to all parts of 
the country.

Emmerald’s main product is a plastic cask 
that has the advantage of being cheaper to 
buy and 50% lighter than its stainless-steel 
counterpart, according to Whitehorne. 

“It’s also easier to maintain and export. It’s 
a more affordable option for breweries. It 
also gives them more scope to increase 
their production and export further afield 
without the higher costs associated with 
the stainless-steel model.”    

Keg solutions 
One of the pioneers of new keg 
technology is EcoKeg, which manufactures 
and distributes its plastic kegs across  
the UK. 

Recently it launched a new shape EcoKeg 
Lite which offers space savings of 30% 
and improved handling and stackability.

“We believe EcoKegs have great 
advantages over alternative products 
when considering actual effective recycling 
and end of life reuse of all the materials 
used within the product,” said operations 
manager Steve Tipples. “EcoKeg Europe 
also has a strong ethical stance on end of 
life of its product by ensuring 99.9% of its 
products’ materials can be easily and cost 
effectively recycled.”

Another company that offers an end-to-
end solution is Kegstar, which provides 
stainless steel keg rentals that can be 
tracked using the company’s app. This 
saves on the cost of buying the keg 
outright and helps to give companies 
greater control of the distribution process.

Repair and maintenance 
Jason Miller, director at DHM Brewery 
Services, a specialist in cask and keg repair 
and refurbishment, said that there has also 
been a downsizing from large casks and 
kegs to smaller versions such as e-kegs 
and microkegs. It’s being driven by the 
increase in micropubs and pubs seeking a 
quicker turnover of product, he said. 

“Publicans are looking to offer a wider 
selection of beer, so they are moving to 
30-litre kegs for example, rather than 
50-litre kegs, or a pin rather than a nine-
gallon cask, and then rotate their range. 
More of our business now is casks.  

The cask ale business has slowed down 
markedly over the last 12-15 months. A lot of 
the existing cask manufacturers are looking for 
a new USP by making a keg version“

”

On delivery: A DHM Brewery Services van in the distribution yard

Greg Whitehorne, Emmerald Polymers
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That’s predominantly because of increased 
demand from micro and nanobreweries.”

Miller has been working hard to get the 
message across that spending little and 
often on repair and maintenance saves the 
customer more than paying everything in 
one hit for a new one. But it’s been a slow 
process, he said.

“It’s better to look after your kegs and 
casks properly because they are an 
expensive commodity. It also means that 
further down the line you won’t have to 
pay for a full replacement.” 

Tracking systems 
To cut down on losses, industry bodies 
like the BBPA and breweries have been 
working together to raise awareness 
and improve container management 
throughout the supply chain. This includes 
safe and secure storage, better tracking 
and warehouse management. 

One such tracking technology has been 
employed by Close Brothers Brewery 
Rentals which uses ultra-high radio 
frequency identification to harvest data 
that it can then use to help improve its 
container fleet efficiency. This provides a 
host of cost benefits including shortened 
container cycle times, a reduction in 
container requirements and improved line 
efficiencies.

Greg Whitehorne added that Emmerald 
has also launched a new fibre laser printing 
service, enabling companies to put their 
logos onto their casks. 

“It works by uploading their design and 
lasering it on to the cask as it rotates 
around on a turntable, he said. “It enables 
companies to put their own distinct 
identity and proof of ownership on the 
cask. That in turn helps them to keep a 
better track of their casks and ensure they 
get returned at the end of the day.” 

The cask v. keg battle shows no sign in 
letting up.

EcoKeg Europe also 
has a strong ethical 
stance on end of life of 
its product by ensuring 
99.9% of its products’ 
materials can be easily 
and cost effectively 
recycled.

“
”

 In storage: Casks in a warehouse

Cutting edge: The Ecokeg Lite Good fit: Casks ready for dispatch

Steve Tipples, Ecokeg Europe


